
ALBERTUS MAGNUS COLLEGE 

700 Prospect Street 

New Haven, CT 06511 

  

Course:                      CJ 255 The U.S. Constitution 

Term:                         Intersession  

Time/ Location:         synchronous online: M/T/W/T/F 9:30-11:50 AM 

   Asynchronous: TBD 

Instructor:                 Prof. Michael T. Geary, J.D. 

Office/hours:             AC 201. All appointments by telephone or email only this term            

Phone/ E-mail:          203-773-8088; mgeary@albertus.edu 

  

Tradition of Honor 

As a member of the college’s community each student taking this course agrees to uphold the 
principles of honor set forth by this community, to defend these principles against misuse, and to 
abide by the regulations of the College. To this end, every student must sign the following 
statement at the end of every examination: “I declare the honor pledge.”  

  

Special Needs 

Please advise the instructor of any special needs at the beginning of the semester or mod. Those 
students seeking accommodations based on disabilities must provide a Faculty contact sheet, 
obtained through Ms. Alana Sejdic, Director of Academic and Student Disability Services. 

  

Course Description 

In this course students will examine the founding documents of the American republic: 
the Declaration of Independence, the Articles of Confederation, the Constitution, and the Bill of 
Rights. Students will first review the promises of individual freedom contained within the 
Declaration of independence. This will be followed by reviewing the Articles of 
Confederation before moving onto the Constitution’s structure wherein our national government 
was divided among three branches: legislative, executive, and judicial. Students will become 
familiar with the concepts of ‘separation of powers,’ limited’ government, and the ‘amendment’ 
process.  Finally, the natural rights’ guarantees of freedom and privacy in the Bill of Rights will 
be reviewed.  

  



Course Methodologies 

The methodologies used include students reading assigned articles and documents before the 
class discussion of ideas contained in those documents, and engaging in in-depth discussion of 
the ideas presented. This will assist students’ understanding of the complex nature of the 
fundamental constitutional ideas presented by the documents. 

  

Course Text: 

There is no assigned text. Students will be sent all material before the course begins to be read 
and used as a basis for class discussion. The instructor highly recommends that students read 
John Locke’s Second Treatise on Government, Thomas Paine’s Common Sense, and Corwin and 
Peltason’s Understanding the Constitution (16th ed.) Wadsworth, ISBN 0-534-61407-8. 

  

Library Component: 

N/A 

  

Grading: 

A student’s final grade is based on: three weekly reaction papers (due 48 hrs after assignment) 
concerning issues encountered in the course (75%), and course participation (25%). A missed 
paper = a zero grade; no participation = a zero grade.    

  

Given that this course is online through blue jeans students are required to turn on their camera 
in order to be considered attending class. 

  

Grading System 

A         94–100                                                

A−        90–93                                                 

B+       87–89                                      

B          84–86                                                 

B−       80–83                                      

C+        77–79                                                 

C         74–76                                      

C−        70–73                                                 



D+         67–69                                                

D           60–66                                                

F            (Failure) Below 60                

  

Attendance/Participation 

Students are expected to “attend” every class by utilizing blue jeans to attend and engage in the 
daily course discussions. Attendance is taken each day. Participation or lack thereof is noted.    

  

Cell Phones/Texting 

N/A 

  

Intellectual Honesty:  Plagiarism is a serious offense against academic integrity and intellectual 
honesty. In completing written assignments, the student must work independently unless the 
class instructor indicates otherwise. It is important for students to understand that they must 
reference the sources for all direct quotes, for the rephrasing of information from an outside 
source, and for ideas borrowed from readings. Citations are also needed for any images, videos, 
or other multimedia the student may use. Failure to cite appropriate references in any of these 
instances results in an act of plagiarism, intentional or unintentional. If a student is unfamiliar 
with how to cite properly to sources, please notify the instructor. 

  

Appropriate Classroom Conduct: Just as in a traditional course format, online students are 
expected to show a respect for the opinions of others and demonstrate a sense of honor and 
integrity. Active learning, open inquiry, and the free expression of informed opinion are the 
foundations of a liberal education at Albertus Magnus College. However, student behavior that 
interferes with an instructor’s ability to conduct the class is prohibited. The instructor will take 
appropriate action if students do not abide by these rules. 

  

Incompletes/Withdrawals 

Students experiencing difficulty with course material may wish to withdraw from a course/take 
an incomplete. Students need to comply with the Registrar’s instructions (see student handbook 
under “academic policies”) in order to officially withdraw from a class or take an incomplete.  

WITHDRAWING FROM A COURSE: 

 It is the responsibility of the student to officially drop or withdraw from a course.  However, 
failure to regularly attend a course may result in an administrative withdrawal from the course. 
The policies on course withdrawals and administrative withdrawals may be found online at 



http://www.albertus.edu/policy-reports/academic-policies-regulations-ug#apgr 

  

Course Outline (schedule is tentative and subject to change by the instructor) 

  

Week: Date:              Assignment:              

  

1  Monday: class introduction and orientation; what are ‘natural rights’; deciphering John 
Locke and why was Thomas Paine’s Common Sense such a powerful essay; the relationship 
between government and governed; 

  

Tuesday: continue class discussion of Locke and Paine, and how Common Sense verbalized 
feelings of frustration with British government; introduction to the Declaration of 
Independence;       

  

Wednesday:  continue class discussion of the Declaration of Independence; discussing the 
connection btw Common Sense and Declaration; identifying common ideas expressed; 

  

Thursday:  finish discussion of Declaration; introduction of Articles of Confederation; 
discussing the connection btw Declaration and Articles; identifying common themes and 
issues;         

  

Friday:  discussion of economic issues and public order issues plaguing the colonists (1783-
1787) leading up to the 1787 Philadelphia PA Constitutional Convention; 

  

First reaction paper assigned 

  

2          Monday:  discussion of opening stages of Constitutional Convention; the role James 
Madison, Benjamin Franklin, and George Washington played at the convention 

            

Tuesday:  Article I: the legislative branch of government       

  

Wednesday: Article I: explicit powers reserved to congress                  



  

Thursday:  Article II: the executive branch of government; explicit powers.            

  

Friday:  Article II and the idea of ‘checks and balances’          

  

Second reaction paper assigned 

  

3       Monday:  Article III: the judicial branch of government; purpose          

            

Tuesday:  Article III: federal court system; supremacy; doctrine of judicial review.       

            

Wednesday: The Bill of Rights (see Declaration of Independence)     

  

Thursday:  The Bill of Rights; Civil War and Reconstruction amendments (13, 14, 15)             

  

Friday:   The rest of the amendments      

  

Third reaction paper assigned 

 


